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Abstract

The Generic Haskell programming language allows functions to be defined by
induction on the structure of data types. This gives rise to generic functions
which can be applied to values of any conceivable data type.

Compiling a Generic Haskell program amounts to generating a Haskell pro-
gram in which all generic functions have been translated to ordinary Haskell
functions. Since the Haskell language only allows functions to be defined on the
values of a data type, translating generic functions defined on the structure of
data types is not straightforward.

The application of a generic function to a value involves specializing the
function to the type of its parameter. For every distinct specialization of a
generic function in a Generic Haskell program, an ordinary Haskell function
is generated in the compilation process. Hence, the compilation of a generic
function will typically yield several ordinary functions.

The current method that is used to translate specializations is rather un-
sophisticated. At run-time, values are frequently converted back and forth to
a structural representation which simplifies the code generation process con-
siderably. This approach is often extremely detrimental to the space and time
efficiency of the generated functions.

In this thesis an optimization method is described which attempts to dial-
nate all structural conversions from the generated functions by applying partial
evaluation in combination with a number of program transformations. This
approach essentially evaluates all conversions in the representation of values at
compile-time. The functions of the resulting optimized program approach the
efficiency of hand-written Haskell functions in terms of space and time usage.

An implementation of the described method is included as an optimizer in
the final phase of the Generic Haskell compiler.
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Chapter 1

Tnt ro ion

1.1 Generic Functional Programming

Generic Haskell [HJO3] allows functions to be defined by induction on the struc-
ture of data types. This gives programmers the ability to write generic functions
which can operate on any conceivable data type.

Defining a function generically is not just beneficial when this function will
be used for many different data types. Haskell data types may have many
constructors which means that non-generic definitions of functions for such data
types are often lengthy and tedious. it is often possible to define functions on
large data types more concisely by using generic definitions, which will lead to
fewer errors caused by carelessness.

When a data type is altered while a program is still in development, it is
usually necessary that functions defined for this particular data type are altered
as well. For instance, a complete function defined for a data type D may become
a partial function when a constructor is added in the definition of D. Unexpected
run-time errors may result. Since generic function definitions can be applied to
any data type, it is often not necessary to modify function definitions after data
type definitions have been altered. Still, one must of course verify that the
generic function produces the desired result for any value of a modified data
type.

Occasionally one may want to define functions for values of a data type
not yet known. When new data types are introduced, old generic functions
can be applied to values of these data types without changes to the function
definitions. This also facilitates writing functions which are truly generic in
nature. Examples of this sort of functions are: compress, hash, encrypt, save
and search.

As well as being useful for general purpose programming, Generic Haskell is
particularly well suited for:

• XML processing and XML tools

• Applications with large data types, such as compilers and interpreters
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1.2 Data Types
New algebraic data types can be introduced in Haskell [PJO3] by using the data
construct:

data TUl...uk=K1t11...t1klI"IKntnI...trsk..

This declaration introduces a new type constructor T with n data constructors
K1,. . . , K. Type constructor T has k type parameters Uj,.. . , u and data
constructor K takes k1 value arguments corresponding to the types t.,,. . ., t.

In addition to algebraic data type definitions, new types can also be intro-
duced using newtype and type declarations. With the type keyword, type
synonyms can be defined:

type Tul...uk=t
This declaration introduces a new type constructor T with k type parameters
u1, . . . , uf. The type constructor T applied to k type arguments is declared
to be equivalent to an existing type t in which type variables Ui,... , u may
appear.

newtypeTul...uk=Nt
A newtype declaration also introduces a new type but with the representation
of an existing type. The main difference with a type synonym is that type-
coercions must be carried out explicitly. Types defined by newtype are more
efficient because an extra level of indirection is omitted.

1.2.1 Representing Data Types
In order to let functions be defined over the structure of data types, one needs
to be able to represent this structure in the programming language. In Haskell,
a data type declaration can be regarded as a sum of products where the type
parameters of each constructor form a product. The different constructors of a
data type represent the components of the sum. The sum of two types can be
represented in Generic Haskell using the Sum data type:

data Sum a b = ml a mr b

The type Sum a b may also be written as a: +: b. To represent the product of
two types, the Prod data type is used:

data Prod a b =

As with Sum, there is a shorthand notation for the Prod type constructor: : *:.
Observe that there exist both a data constructor and a type constructor with
the name :*:.

Since a constructor in Haskell need not have parameters, it is also necessary
to be able to represent products of zero types. This can be done using the Unit
type:

data Unit = Unit
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Using Unit, : +: and : *:, it is possible to describe the structure of any Haskell
data type. Haskell has a number of built-in primitive data types that can not
easily or efficiently be represented in the sum of products form. These types
(Int, Char, (—) and 10) are referred to as primitive types and must be used
directly in Generic Haskell.

Example

The standard Haskell data type Maybe is introduced by the following declara-
tion:

data Maybe a = Nothing Just a

The structure of the Maybe mt type can be described as:

Unit:+:Int

1.2.2 Structure Types
The concept of the structure of a data type that we have now informally de-
scribed, gives rise to the definition of str1Actur types. A structure type of a type
t is a type which is isomorphic to the top-level structure of t and is constructed
using the binary sum type constructor : +:, the binary product type constructor

*: and the Unit type constant defined above.
Given a data type T, the structure type of T (usually written as T°) can

be constructed as follows:

1. Replace every constructor alternative K1 t ... t of T by the product of
the types of the arguments of K,: t11 : *:... : *: t. If a constructor of T
does not have arguments, replace it by the Unit type constant.

2. Construct the sum of the types obtained for each constructor in step 1:
:*:ti1):+: ... :+:(tj :*

Furthermore, all type parameters of T are inherited by T°.
As will become clear later on, structure types play an important role in the

process of translating Generic Haskell code to traditional Haskell code.

Example

The Tree data type is commonly defined as:

data I e a= Leaf Node a (7e a) (Tree a)

The structure type of Tree is given by the following type synonym:

type 21ree° a = Unit:+:(a:*:(Tree a):*:(Tree a))

Observe that the Tree data type is a recursive type whereas Tree° is not a
recursive type.
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1.2.3 Kinds
Type constructors that take one or more types as arguments can be regarded
as functions on types which also produce a type as a result. Analogous to
determining types for values and for functions on values, we can determine
kinds for types and for functions on types (i.e. type constructors). A kind can
thus informally be thought of as a type of a type.

Type constants (i.e. type constructors taking zero arguments) such as mt
and Boot have kind *. The type constructor Maybe, which takes one type argu-
ment, has kind * —* * and type constructor Either (which takes two arguments)
has kind * — * —, *.

Similar to functions taking functions as arguments, type constructors may
take type constructors as arguments. A type constructor which takes a type
constructor as its argument has a higher-order kind.

Example

An example of a type constructor with a higher-order kind is the generalized
rose tree [HJO3J

data GRose f a = GBranch a (f (GRose I a))

which is a generalization of the rose tree using lists:

data Rose a = Branch a [Rose a]

The GRose type constructor has kind (* —* *) —' * —i *.

As will become clear later on (see section 1.4), kinds play an important role
in determining types for generic functions.

1.3 Type-indexed Values
A type-indexed value is a function that takes a type as its argument and pro-
duces a regular value (i.e. a value that does not depend on a type). In Generic
Haskell, the type argument to type-indexed values is placed between and
brackets (i.e. { I I }).

struct-{JChar[} = "Char"
structJIntt = "mt'1
structJ Unit = "Unit"
stnzctjMaybe- a = "Maybe" * a
struct.1J :+: [} a b= " ("* a* " :+: " * b* ")
str-uctJ : * : a b = "C" -H-- a —H- ":*:" -I-I- b * ")"

The type-indexed value struct defined above is a string whose content depends
on the type argument given. Given the definition above, applying struct to a
type yields the following results:

struct4jlnt[} = "Int"
struct J Maybe (Either (Int, Char) Bool)[} =

"Maybe((Int:*:Char):+:(Unit:+:Unit))"
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Except for the sum and product cases, the definition of struct in the example
above is straightforward. The : 4.: and : *: type constructors each take two
type arguments, say a and /3. For this reason, the cases of struct for the : +:
and : *: type constructors also each each take two arguments. These arguments
correspond with the recursive calls for the arguments of the sum or product, in
this case str'iict(Ja{} and striictjf3[}.

The definition of struct above, introduced a type-indexed string value. In
most practical cases however, type-indexed values are used to define generic
functions which are also occasionally referred to as polytypic functions [JJ97].

Example

A standard example of a generic function is the gmap function which is a generic
version of the well-known map function in Haskell. Although the original map
only operates on list-types, its generic counterpart can handle arguments of any
type.

gmap.Unit = id
gmap1JInt = id
gmap1J:+:j gmapA gmapB (ml a) = ml (gmapA a)
gmap4j : +: gmapA gmapB (mr b) = mr (gmapB b)
gmap] : * : [} gmapA gmapB (a: *: b) = (gmapA * : (gmapB b)

It now becomes possible to define the original map function on lists as:

map = gmap[]
In Haskell, the built-in type constructor for lists is written as [], which has kind
* — *. The type [a] for a list containing values of type a is shorthand for []a.
Similarly the tuple-type (a, /3) is shorthand for (,) a /3 where is a built-in
type constructor with kind * — * — *.

The built-in Haskell data type for lists, is defined as follows:

data [] a= [II (:) a([] a)

However, for readability we shall occasionally make use of the following isomor-
phic definition:

data List a = Nil
I

Cons a (List a)

Based on this definition we can derive the structure type of List:

type List° a = Unit:+:(a:*:List a)

As was mentioned before, the type-operators : +: and : *: are syntactic sugar
for the type constructors Sum and Prod respectively.

The declaration given above for gmap only defines the gmap function for
structure types and for one primitive type (Int). When we supplied the List
type constructor as the type argument to gmap in the declaration of map, a new
definition of grnap was created for the List type constructor. Since gmap was
not originally defined for List, the big question is: how is this new definition
for list-types created? While the intricate details are postponed until the next
chapter, we will say for now that the structure type of List is used to construct
a version of gmap tailored for type List.
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The parameters gmapA and gmapB of the gmap cases for types : +: and
*: represent the recursive invocations of gmap for the type parameters of : +:

and *:. Since the Lzst type constructor only takes a single type argument
(i.e. it has kind * — *), the specialization gmapList[} takes one function as
its argument. In the case of gmap{]Li.st[}, this function shall be applied to all
elements of the supplied list.

1.4 Kind-indexed Types
In the previous section type-indexed values were introduced which allow generic
functions to be defined. Just as with regular functions, generic functions also
have a type. However, as we have seen in the previous section, the arity of a
generic function can differ per case since it depends on the arity of particular
type constructors. This suggests that the type of a generic function depends
on the kind of the type it is applied to. Since the Haskell type system is not
expressive enough for such types, a more sophisticated mechanism is required.
Kind-indexed types provide the flexibility that is needed. The type of a generic
function can be defined by induction on the structure of kinds [HinOOj.

A kind-indexed type is a function that takes a kind as an argument and
produces a regular type (i.e. a type that does not depend on a kind). The kind
argument to kind-indexed type is placed between j and brackets (i.e. { [ ] }).

Kind-indexed types are defined in Generic Haskell by defining a case for the
* kind as well as a case for the kind k —' I where k and I are also kinds.

The following kind-indexed type definition can be used to assign a type to
the stri.jct type-indexed value defined in the previous section.

type Struct{j*} = String
type StructIJk — I]} = Str'uct if k} — Striictflhl}

The following declaration expresses that the type-indexed value struct has a
kind-indexed type Struct:

stract]t:: k[}:: Struct{JkJ}

it is easy to verify that the definition of Struct captures the notion that the
arity of struct depends on the arity of the provided type argument:

structJt:: *[} :: String
struct4]Maybe[} :: String — String
structljEither[} :: String — String —' String

The kind-indexed type that is necessary to assign a type to the gmap function
is somewhat more involved.

type Map 4J4 tj 12 = t1 —+ t2

type Map flk —' l Ii 12 = forall u1 u2 . Mapifk]} u u
—+ MapflI (t1 u1) (12 u2)

gmap]t :: k[} :: Map{kJ} 1 t

The following type declarations show the type of gmap for several type con-
structors:

gmapiflntft :: mt —, mt
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gmapJ[] :: forall u1 V9 . (tz1 — u) — []ui —
LI

gmap(J:+:ft forall Ui u2 . (Ui -' U2)

forall U3 u4.(u3 —4 U4) —' (UI :+:u3) —' (u2:+:u4)

The forall quantifications may of course be omitted so that Ui ... u4 become
free type variables.

1.5 Specialization

Defining generic functions is only useful if there exists the possibility of using
them on values of concrete Haskell data types. As was demonstrated in the
previous sections, a generic function must first be applied to a type argument
before it can be called from Haskell code.

The application of a type-indexed value to a type yields an ordinary value
which does not depend on a type. The process of generating an ordinary value
from a type-indexed value is called specialization. When a generic function is
specialized for a concrete data type, the Generic Haskell compiler generates a
definition of a concrete function for the supplied data type.

A generic function g is defined by specifying a value for a number of primitive
types and for each constructor of structure types. The challenging part of
specializing g is generating an implementation for a Haskell data type T given
just the structure type of T and the definition of g for structure types. Although
it is technically possible to generate a definition of g for type T directly, this
is not how the problem is handled in the Generic Haskell compiler, at least for
the time being.

When a specialization gO T is processed by the compiler, functions are
generated that can be used to convert back and forth between values of T
and the structure type T°. With these conversion functions at hand, the task
of specialization has become much easier. The current implementation of the
compiler will generate a specialization of g for values of the structure type and
will wrap calls to this function in calls to the conversion functions. Generating a
specialization of g for a structure type is straightforward as g has been directly
defined for structure types.

Further details on how the process of function specialization is currently
carried out in practice will be given in chapter 3. First the principles of special-
ization will be discussed in chapter 2.

1.6 Optimizing Specializations

Converting values back and forth between their original representation and
structure type representation simplifies the process of specialization consider-
ably. However, this approach also leads to superfluous computation and thus
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bad run-time performance of generic functions.

Example

If we let from and to represent conversion functions generated to convert a list
value to structural representation and back, then a sketch of the evaluation
process of the following expression illustrates the inefficiency of the compiled
specializations:

gmap1jList[}f [1,2,3]
= to (gmapJList°[} (from [1,2,3]))
= to (...(to (gmap.(JList°I} (from [2,3])))...)
= to (... (to (...(to (gmap1JLi.st°} (from [31)))•••))..•)
= to (...(to (...(to (...(to (gmap4jList°(} (from [])))...)). .

The repeated conversions stem from the fact that the List type is among
the components of List°. This means that the specialization gmapflList°J} will
include a call to gmapflListl}. The latter function will subsequently wrap a call
to gmap(JList°I} in calls to the conversion functions.

A relatively easy method of overcoming the overhead caused by conversion
between representations is by performing all conversion-related computations at
compile-time using partial evaluation. This idea is described in more detail in
chapters 4, 5 and chapter 6. Finally chapter 7 demonstrates how our solution
performs in practice.



Chapter 2

Principles of Specialization

In this chapter we will examine the fundamentals upon which specialization in
Generic Haskell is based. Specializing a generic function poly for a concrete
data type t, amounts to using a specialization of poty for t° in combination
with conversion functions to convert values of type t to values of type t° and
vice versa. The characteristics of these conversion functions will be discussed
in section 2.1. Section 2.2 explains how type-indexed values are specialized for
structure types.

2.1 Structural Conversions

2.1.1 Embedding-Projection Pairs
In section 1.2.2 we discussed how a structure type t° can be constructed from a
data type t. It is important to observe that the types t and t° are isomorphic,
which means that it is possible to define functions from:: t — t° and to:: t° —, t

such that to from = id and from to = id. Together these two functions
form an embedding-projection pair with from being the embedding and to being
the projection [Pie9l].

Generating embedding from and projection to for a type t is not difficult
if we recall the definitions of type constructors Sum and Prod on page 2. The
from function must combine all arguments of each constructor of t into a value
of type Prod. These products must then be stored in a value of type Sum.
Constructors that do not have arguments can not be stored as a Prod value
and must be stored as Unit. The to function is also straightforward since it is
simply the inverse of from.

Example

Below an embedding-projection pair is given for the Tree data type as defined
on page 3:

frome:: Tree a : a

from Leaf = ml Unit
frome (Node x I r) = mr (x : * :(l: : r))
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&ee° a —i &ee a
to (In! Unit) = Leaf
toT (mr (x:*:(l:*:r))) = Node x Ir

As we shall see in the next chapter, embedding-projection pairs are conveniently
stored using the EP data type:

dataEPab=EP(a—ib)(b---*o)

Thus:

epe :: EP 7tO
ep = EP from to

The following two functions on embedding-projection pairs come in handy:

from::EP a b—.(a--- b)
from (EP a2b b2a) = a2b

to:: EP a b —' (b —' a)
to (EP a2b b2a) = b2a

Another useful operation on embedding-projection pairs is the composition op-
eration o, which can be defined as follows [HJO3]:

(o)::EPbc—EPab-4EPac
(EP b2c c2b) o (EP a2b b2a) = EP (b2c a2b) (c2b b2a)

2.1.2 Maps
The Haskell map function has type (a —' b) —* [a] — [b] and is intuitively
usually interpreted as a function that takes a function as its first argument,
which is then applied to all elements of the list in its second argument. However,
by currying and the fact that the type-operator (—") associates to the right, the
map function can also be thought of as a function that lifts a function with type
a — b to a function with type [a] —÷ [b], which operates on lists. Or more
generally, a map for a type constructor F of kind * —i * lifts a function of type
a —' b to a function of type F a —, F b [HJO3].

So far we have seen that converting a value of type t to a value of type t°
and vice versa can be done by using the functions from and toe. However,
given a type constructor F of kind * —' * we are not able to easily convert a
value of type F t to a value of type F t°. For this purpose the generic bimap
function will now be introduced [dWO2]. For a type constructor F, the bimap
function can be used to lift an embedding-projection pair with type EP a b to
an embedding-projection pair with type EP (F a) (F b). The bimap function
may thus be regarded as a variant of nap that lifts two functions packed in an
embedding-projection pair at once.

type Bimap(j*ft t1 t2 = EP t1 t2
type Bimap{Jk — l]} ti t2 =

forall a1 02 . Bimap(jkJ} a1 02 — Bimap{JlI} (t1 al) (t2 (12)
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bimapOt:: :: Bimapflk1 t t
bimapO Unit = EP id id
bimapInt = EP id id
bimap4j : +: (EP a2b b2a) (EP c2d d2c)

=EP()x—casexofIn1a--'InL(a2ba)
mr c —, mr (c2d c))

(Ax —, case x of ml b — ml (b2a b)
mr d —+ mr (d2c d))

bimap(J:*: (EP a2b b2a) (EP c2d d2c)
= EP (A(a:*:c) —, (a2b a):*:(c2d c))

(A(b:*:d) —' (b2a b):*:(d2c d))

bimap(— (EP a2b b2a) (EP c2d d2c)
= EP (Aa2c —+ c2d . a2c . b2a)

\b2d —' d2c . b2d a2b)

The most interesting case is for bimap specialized for the function type con-
structor 1 which has kind * — * — *. Instantiating the kind-indexed type
Bimap with kind * —i * — * gives bimap{](—+fl the following type:

bimap](—.)[}::EPab---sEPcd-—EP(a--c)(b—-.d)

The specialization bimap{J(—')L} results in a function that takes an embedding-
projection pair between types a and b and an embedding-projection pair be-
tween types c and d, and produces an embedding-projection pair that can be
used to convert between functions of types (a —' c) and (b —' d). This will turn
out to be a very useful operation because it can be used to convert a specializa-
tion of a generic function for structure type t° into a specialization of a generic
function for the original type t.

Example

Suppose that a specialization of gmap for the structure type &ee° is known.
This function will have the following type:

gmapJTree°[} :: (a —' b) —' (Thee° a) —* (7ee° b)

Using bimap we can derive a specialization of gmap for the &ee data type:

gmap1JThee :: (a —+ b) — (1Iee a) —+ (7ee b)
gmap]Tee = to (bimap(J(—) ep epe) gmapJ7ee°

2.2 Specialization of Type-Indexed Values
Now that we are able to convert a generic function specialized for a structure
type t° to a function specialized for type t, we can concentrate on specializing
generic functions for structure types. The general form of a type-indexed value
poly is:

1Since (—i) is a Haskell built-in type constructor that can not be defined using the data
construct, it do not have a structure type. Consequently if a generic function can sensibly
be defined for the function space, a definition for the (—i) type constructor must be given
explicitly (i.e. (—i) is a primitive type)
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po1yJt:: :: PolyTflk t
poly4]Int =
polylJ Unit =
poly]:+j f g =
polylJ:*:[}f g

Type-indexed values are typically defined for the primitive types and for struc-
ture type constructors Unit, St&m (i.e. : +:) and Prod (i.e. : *:). This makes
specialization for structure type constructors easy.

2.2.1 Rewriting Type Applications
One of the fundamental ideas behind generic definitions in Generic Haskell is
that type application must be interpreted as value application [HinOO]. This
means that if F :: — ii and A :: ic are types with #c and being kinds, then
po1yJF A[} is to be interpreted as po1yF polyJA[J-.

Example

The specialization of polyj Maybe (Tree Int)} is rewritten to

poly1jMaybe (poly1J Thee I) polyfJIntL})

Obviously for this translation to work, a specialization must accept the extra
arguments that it is passed. A specialization poly{JF[} for a type constructor
F with arity n will have to receive n arguments not including the value that it
should operate on. For example, the component poly1j : +: of the declaration
of poly takes two arguments I and g because type constructor : +: has kind
* — * — * (i.e. its arity is 2).

The fact that type-indexed values have kind-indexed types [HinOO] as we
mentioned in the previous chapter, is a consequence of this principle of special-
ization.

2.2.2 Specialization for Structure Types
In summary, the method that is used to specialize a generic function poly for a
type t that does not contain type applications, can be described by the following

two rules:

a. If po1yJt[} is a component of the declaration of poly use the body of the
component.

b. If poly(]t is not a component of the declaration of poly, specialize poly
for the structure type of t and, using bimap and an embedding-projection
pair between t and t°, transform this specialization to a function for the
original type.

A structure type t° generally exhibits the following form:

type t° Uj...Uk = (t11:*: .. . :*:tlk1):+: ... :+:(t,,j :*: .. . :*:t,,)
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where t11 . . . t, are types such as the structure type constructor Unit, primitive
type Int, type-variable Uj or any other type such as [Ui]. If type t is a recursive
type, the structure type t° will contain t,, = t.

Specializing type-indexed value poly for a structure type t° means we must
first interpret all type applications in t using the principle discussed in the
previous subsection. Doing so for specialization poly1jt° yields:

po1yOt°E =

(po1yj:+:...(poly]:*jpo1yJt,,iI

(poLyJ:*j...po1yjtj)))

This preliminary definition of poly{] t°[} can be further refined by replacing spe-
cializations for structure type constructors by the appropriate right hand side
from the declaration of poty. Other specializations polyJ are to be treated
as any other specialization contained in a Generic Haskell expression.

Example

We will show how the gmap function defined on page 5 is specialized for the
structure type Thee°, which is defined as:

type 7e° a = Unit:+:(a:*:(Tree a):*:(2ee a))

Processing all type-applications we obtain:

g,nap(JTree°Ff = gmaplj:+:ft gmap(JUnit
(gmap4j:*:fJ f

(gmapJ:*: (gmap(JTreefjf)

(gmap(J 7ee 1)))

Then by consulting the definition of gmap to replace the specializations gmap{] Unit[},
gmap1J:+: and gmap(j:*:F}weget:

gmap(JTree°f (liii a) = ml (Id a)
gmapJTree° f (mr (a:*:(ba:*:bb))) =

Inr(f a:*:(gmap4J1l'eeIjf ba:*:gmap(JTree[}f bb))

This is the final result of specializing gmap for structure type Thee°.





Chapter 3

Compiling Generic Haskell

In the previous chapter we examined the principles upon which specialization in
Generic Haskeil depends. Now it is time to take a closer look at how the Generic
Haskell compiler does its work in practice. Knowing what the exact output of
the compiler looks like is essential for being able to carry out optimizations.
This chapter describes how the generic programming constructs are translated
into plain Haskell by the current version 1 of the Generic Haskell compiler.

An overview of the tasks performed by the Generic Haskell compiler is pro-
vided in section 3.1. Section 3.2 shows what Haskell code is generated for data
type declarations in a Generic Haskeil program. In section 3.3 the translation
of kind-indexed types will be examined and finally section 3.4 has the details
on the method by which type-indexed values are specialized in practice.

For reasons of presentation some code presented in examples in this chapter
has been slightly simplified to increase its comprehensibility.

3.1 Compiling Generic Haskell

A Generic Haskell program may contain any 2 Haskell declaration. As discussed
in chapter 1, a Generic Haskell program may also contain type-indexed value
and kind-indexed type declarations. Furthermore, in expressions of a Generic
Haskell program, kind-indexed types may be applied to kinds and type-indexed
values may be applied to types.

The main task of compiling Generic Haskell programs to Haskell is gener-
ating definitions for specializations of generic functions and replacing the uses
of specializations with calls to the generated functions. Furthermore to assign
types to these generated functions, kind-indexed types must be instantiated
with suitable kinds.

The compiler is also responsible for type-checking Generic Haskell programs
to catch programming errors at an early stage. However, this aspect of the
compilation process is currently still under development.

1At the time of writing the latt version of the Generic Haskell compiler is 1.40.1
2There are a few small exceptions; consult [CJLO1) for details.
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3.2 Data Types
3.2.1 Structure Types
For every data type used in a Generic Haskell program, a structure type defi-
nition is emitted by the compiler. As was mentioned before, any Haskell data
type can be represented as a sum of products with the type parameters of each
constructor forming a product.

Conceptually a structure type is a type synonym of which the right hand
side is built using the type constructors introduced in section 1.2.1. In practice
however, the Generic Haskell compiler declares a number of type-synonyms to
achieve the same effect.

Example

The Tree data type declared by:

data7 ea=LeaflNodea(21'ee a) (Tree a)

can be thought of as having the following structure type:

type Tree° a = Unit:+:(a:*:(Tree a):*:(Te a))

However, the declarations generated by the Generic Haskell compiler for the
structure type of Tree are as follows:

type GHC...Leaf a = Tree a
type GHCJ1ode a = Tree a

type GHL Tree a = Sum (Con (GHC.Leaf a)) (Con (GHCNode a))
type GHLGHCI.eaf a = Unit
type GHLGHC..Node a = Prod a (Prod (Tree a) (7e a))

The prefix GHC_ of the name of a type is used to indicate that it represents
the type of a constructor-case. Names of structure types are prefixed by GHL.
The Con constructor in the definition of GHL Tree is used to wrap a value so
that information about constructors can be used in generic functions. This is a
feature of Generic Haskell that we have not mentioned since to us it is not of
particular importance. The uses of the Con constructor can therefore safely be
ignored in the rest of this chapter.

This shows that for every constructor two type synonyms are generated. The
purpose of these types will become clear in the next subsection on the generation
of embedding-projection pairs.

For a data type that is defined by:

data Tu1...uk=Kltll...tik1".fKntn1...t,g,.
the following structure type declarations are generated:

type GHC.K1 U .. . Uk = T Ui . . .

type GHC..K u1 .. . u = T U1 . . . Uk

3The Con data type is defined by: newtype Con c = Con c
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type CHLT U, .. . uj = Sum (Con (GHC_Ki U1 .. . Uk))
(Sum... (Con (GHC_K u . . . Uk)))

type GHLGHCJ(, Ui ... Uk = Prod t,, (Prod... tlk1)

type GHLCHCJC u1 . . . = Prod t1i (Prod.. . t,)
3.2.2 Conversion from/to Structural Representation
Since the translated definition for a generic function will operate on values of
a structure type, the compiler has to generate conversion functions that can be
used to convert back and forth between a value and its structural equivalent.
In the previous chapter we have seen that the functions we need together form
an embedding-projection pair.

The following data type is used to represent embedding-projection pairs:

data EP a, a = EP (a, —' 02) (02 - a)
The following two functions are used to extract respectively the embedding and
the projection function from an embedding-projection pair.

from (EPab)=a
to (EP a b) = b

As we have seen in the previous section, a product structure type declaration
is generated for each constructor of a data type. This means the compiler must
also generate an embedding-projection pair for each constructor of a data type
to be able to convert an instance of the constructor back and forth to structural
representation. Besides that, an embedding-projection pair must of course also
be generated for the type the constructors belong to. Generating these functions
is not difficult as can be seen in the example below.

Example

For the Tree data type defined in the previous section, the following embedding-
projection pairs are generated.

9hEP...Tree :: EP (Tree a) (GHL Tree a)
ghEP. Tree = let { gh.Yrom gh.A©Leaf = ml (Con ghA)

gh.From gh..A©(Node gh.a gh..b gh.c) = mr (Con ghA)
;gh..To (ml (Con gh_A)) = gh..A
gh.To (mr (Con gh.A)) = gh.A

} in EP gh.J%m ghTo

ghEP..GHC.Leaf:: EP (GHCJeaf a) (GHLGHCI.eaf a)
ghEP..GHCJ1eaf = let {gh..Fom Leaf = Unit

gh.To Unit = Leaf

} in EP gh...From gh...To

ghEPGHC..Node :: EP (GHC...Node a) (GHLGHC.Node a)
9hEPJJHC..Node =

let { gh.J'rom (Node gh_a gh_b gh_c) = (gh_a : * : (ghb : * : ghc))
;ghTo (gh_a:*:(ghb:*:ghc)) = Node gh_a gh..b gh.c

} in EP gh.From gh.To
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3.3 Translating Kind-Indexed Types
The type of a type-indexed value depends on the kind of the type constructor
that it is applied to. Kind-indexed types provide the flexibility that is required
to assign types to type-indexed values.

In the next section we will show that when a type-indexed value is specialized
for a particular data type, the Generic Haskell compiler will generate a Haskell
function which is an implementation of the type-indexed value for the particular
data type. Along with the declaration of this function the compiler emits a type
declaration that assigns a type to the function that was generated. In order to
determine this type, the kind-indexed type that was assigned to the type-indexed
value as part of its its declaration, is instantiated with the kind of the type that
the type-indexed value was specialized for. This means the kind-indexed type
can be specialized for a particular kind. The type that is obtained from carrying
out this specialization is assigned to the Haskell function that was generated for
the specialization of the type-indexed value.

The general form of a kind-indexed type is as follows:

type PolyTfJ*]}
type PolyTflk —, 1 t1 .. . t, =

forall u1 . . . . Po1yTJkfl u. .. u, — PolyT(JZJ} (t1 ui)... (t, u,)

To specialize a kind-indexed type for a kind, the compiler will solely expand the
definition above to construct a type.

Example

In section 1.4 the gmap function was given the following kind-indexed type:

type Map{J*J} ti t2 = —' t2

type Map Jk — lft t1 t2 = forall ui V2. MapJkI} Ui u2
—, Map(J1J (t1 u1) (t2 U2)

gmapjt :: ku :: Mapflk} t t

The &ee type constructor has kind * —+ *.

When the gmap function is specialized for the Tree type, the type of the
resulting function is determined by specializing the Map kind-indexed type to
the kind of the Tree type constructor. Tree has kind * — *, which gives us:

gmapI]T'e4::Map(J*—*J} Tree Tree

expanding the definition of Map subsequently gives:

gmap{] Tree[} :: forall Uj v2. (u1 —' u) — Thee u1 — Tree u

Since the explicit quantification of u1 and ti is not valid in Haskell, the type
declaration generated by the compiler is:

ghs..gmap..1e::(uj—u2)-- Thee u1—+ Tree U2
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3.4 Translating Type-Indexed Values
The most important translation that is carried out by the compiler is the gen-
eration of a Haskell function as a result of the specialization of a type-indexed
value for a particular data type. A type-indexed value has the following general
form:

poly(jt:: kft :: Po1yT.(JkJj t
polyjInt =
polyJUnit =...
po1ylj:+:Jfg=
polylJ : *: f =

Applying the type-indexed value poly to a type t yields a specialization poly{] t
for which a Haskell definition with the name gh&poly.i is generated. The prefix
ghs.. indicates that the function under consideration is the result of a specializa-
tion. The suffix poly...t attests that this function is a specialization of function
poly for the type t.

Example

Below is the definition of the gmap function which was discussed earlier in
section 1.3.

gmap Unit = id
gmapJInt[} = id
gmap.fl:+:[} gmapA gmapB (Jul a) = ml (gmapA a)
gmap : +: gmapA gmapB (mr b) = mr (gmapB b)
gmapJ : * : (} gmapA gmapB *: b) = (gmapA a): * : (gmapB b)

For the specialization grr&ap{] Tree[ the compiler produces the following Haskell
defInition:

ghs.gmap... Tree a = to (gh&.bimap (—+) ghEP...Tree ghEP...Tree)
(ghsgmap..GHt.Tree a)

The bimap specialization for the function type constructor (—p), which was
discussed in section 2.1.2, is used to construct an embedding-projection pair
which can be used to transform a function which operates on values of type
Gilt. Tree into a function which operates on values of type Tree. We now turn
our attention to the ghsgmap. GHL. Tree function which is a specialization of
gmap for the GHL Tree type:

ghs...gmap...GHL Tree a =
ghs..gmapSttm ((ghs...gmap... Con ghC...Leaf) (gh&.gmap GHCLeaf a))

((gh&gmap..Con ghCNode) (ghs..gmap...GHCJIode a))

The ghC.ieaf and ghC.Node values contain information about the constructors
Leaf and Node respectively. The ghs..gmap..Con function is defined as follows:

ghs.gmap Con — c = to (ghs.bimap (—) ghEP.Con ghEP.X.1on)
(ghsgmap.GHLCon c)

.
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The ghsgmap_ Con function uses bimap to transform a function for values
of type GHLCon into a function for values of type Con. Since the defini-
tion of gmap does not use any constructor information, the implementation of
gmapgnap...GHtCon is equivalent to the identity function:

ghs...gmapJJHL Con C = C

This justifies rewriting the definition of ghsgmapGHt..Tree to the following for
simplicity:

gh&gmap...GHL7'ree a =
ghs...gmap...Sum (gh&gmap..GHCJeaf a) (gh&.gmap.GHC..Node a)

The definition of ghs...gmap...GHC..Leaf shows that once again bimap is used to
transform a function operating on values of type CHLGHC.iieaf into a function
operating on values of type GHCJ1eaf:

ghs.gmapJJHC.Leaf a = to (gh&.bimap.. (-') ghEP...GHC.Leaf ghEP.CHC..Leaf)
(ggmap.GHt..GHCJeaf a)

gh.s...gmap...GHLGHC...Leaf a = gh&gmap... Unit

This same technique is repeated for the specialization of gmap for the other
constructor of 7"ee:

gh&gmap.GHC..Node a = to (ghs...bimap... (—) 9hEP...CHC..Node ghEP.GHC...Node)
(ggmap...GHLGHCJJode a)

ghMain...gmapGHLGHCJ'Iode a =
gh&gmap.Prod a (ghs...gmap.Prod (ghsgmapTee a) (gh&.gmapTree a))

The only remaining definitions are the ones for ghs..gmap_Sum and gh&...gmap_Prod,
which are both included explicitly as components in the definition of the gmap
function:

ghs.gmap...Prod gh..a gh..b gh...c = ghc...gmap..Prod gh...a gh...b gh...c

gh&.gmap_Sum gh.a gh.b gh...c = ghc...gmapSum gha gh.b gh...c

Notice that the prefix of the functions that are called is ghc.... This indicates that
the original definition of gmap includes a component for the type constructor
under consideration (in this case Prod and Sum):

ghc.gmapSum gmapA gmapB (ml a) = In! (grnapA a)
ghcgmap...Sum gmapA gmapB (mr b) = mr (gmapB b)
ghc...gmap...Prod gmapA gmapB (a:*:b) = (gmapA a):*:(gmapB b)

This completes the generation of Haskell code for the specialization gmap{] fl'ee}.



Chapter 4

Partial Evaluation of
Specializations

In this chapter we will investigate how partial evaluation can be used to allevi-
ate the issues associated with structural conversions in compiled specializations.
In section 4.1 the basics of partial evaluation are introduced. One of the tech-
niques that plays a prominent role in partial evaluation is symbolic evaluation.
The operational semantics of symbolic evaluation for a limited subset of Haskell
are given in section 4.2. Applying symbolic evaluation successfully requires an
extended form of pattern matching that is capable of matching patterns against
symbolic values. Our extended pattern matching semantics are presented in
section 4.3. Finally in section 4.4 the compiled specializations that were de-
scribed in chapter 3 are modelled in the Haskell subset used in section 4.2 and
the effects of applying partial evaluation are demonstrated.

4.1 Partial Evaluation
Partial evaluation [JGS93] is an optimization technique typically used at compile-
time in which one or more inputs of a function are set to fixed values. During
partial evaluation, all computations in the definition of a function that do not
depend on missing data, are performed at compile-time in order to save compu-
tational resources at run-time. Once the remaining input data becomes available
(e.g. at run-time), the partially evaluated function definitions can be used to
produce a final result (ideally in less time than if the original function definitions
had been used).
A partial evaluator takes the following two inputs:

1. A function (or more generally a program) that one would like to optimize.

2. Static input data for the supplied function.

When provided with these two arguments, a partial evaluator will produce a
new function that only depends on the input data which was not supplied. The
parameters of the original function for which values are not available are called
dynamic parameters, and the parameters for which a value was supplied are
called static parameters. The new function that was generated by the partial
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evaluator is usually referred to as the residual function (or more generally the
residual program). It may come as no surprise that partial evaluation can only
succesfully be used to optimize functions with at least one static parameter.

Example

In the following declaration a function power is defined which computes x's:

power:: mt —' mt — mt
powerx n =ifnOthen1e1sex*powerx(n—1)

The power function takes two arguments in order to produce a final result.
However, if the value of one of the two arguments is already known, it is possible
to partially evaluate the definition with respect to this input to produce an
optimized version of the definition. In the following definition of power4 which
computes x4, the power function is used with the fixed value of 4 for parameter

power x = power x 4

Since the value of one of the two arguments to power is known prior to execution,
it is possible to apply partial evaluation to reach a more efficient definition of
power4. If in the original definition of power the parameter n is fixed to 4, the
following reduction-steps illustrate how a more efficient version of power4 can
be constructed.

power4 z = power x 4
= power4 x=if4Othen1elsex*powerx3. power4 x = x*if3 Othen 1 elsex*powerx 2
=,power4 x=x*x*powerx2

power4 x = z*z*if2 Othen1 elsex*power x 1
= power4 x = x*x*x*if 1 zOthen lelsez*powerxO
=power4 x=x*z*z*x*powerzO
= power x = x*z*x*x*ifOOthen1elsex*pOwerX(l)
= power4 =z*z*x*x*1

It is clear that the final definition of power4 obtained by partial evaluation is
more efficient than its original since several recursive calls and tests for equality
have been avoided.

Besides being useful for constructing optimized versions of programs, par-
tial evaluation can be used as well for many other purposes. For example, an
interpreter for a programming language can be partially evaluated for a certain
program source to mimic the process of compilation. This idea can be taken
a step further by partially evaluating the partial evaluator itself with an in-
terpreter of a programming language as its first input argument. This leaves
us with a residual program which takes a program source as its argument and
returns an interpreter partially evaluated for the given program source, also
known as a compiler. Partial evaluation thus allows for a compiler to be gen-
erated automatically for a language from an implementation of the operational
semantics of this language [JGS93]. The ideas of self-application of a partial
evaluator and using partial evaluation to construct compiler generators were
first explored in [Fut7l].
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The example above demonstrates the use of two important partial evaluation
techniques: unfolding and symbolic evaluation. These and the most important
other partial evaluation techniques are described below.

4.1.1 Unfolding
In the unfolding technique (also called miming), an applicative expression is
replaced by the body of the function that is being called. Parameters of the
function in the replacement body are substituted for the arguments of the ap-
plicative expression.

Example

power4 x = power x 4

Unfolding the definition of the power function yields:

power4 x = if 4 0 then 1 else x * power x (4 — 1)

4.1.2 Definition Creation
When an applicative expression f Z1 .. . Zn has static arguments, it is usually
worthwhile to create a new partially evaluated version of the function 1. In-
troducing a new definition based on an existing function definition is called
definition creation.

Example

f x = power x 4

Since this expression calls power with a static second argument (the value 4),
a new and possibly more efficient partially evaluated definition of power can be
introduced:

power4 x=x*x*x*x*1

The folding technique described in the next section is used to replace the original
applicative expression with a call to the new partially evaluated definition.

4.1.3 Folding
The inverse of the unfolding technique is called folding. Folding replaces an
expression with a call to a function which usually has been introduced by the
definition creation technique.

Example

f x = power x 4

This call to the power function can be replaced with a call to the more efficient
power4 function that was generated by declaration creation.

f x = power4
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4.1.4 Symbolic Evaluation
Typically not all inputs to a function are available when performing partial
evaluation. This means that when the definition of a function is unfolded, not
all occurrences of parameters in the body of the function can be replaced by
values. Instead, the parameters of a function may been instantiated by variables,
which we shall refer to as symbolic values. Unfortunately operational semantics
for most programming languages are not sufficient for performing reductions in
the presence of symbolic values.

Symbolic evaluation provides alternative operational semantics suited to prop-
erly deal with free variables. Obviously these alternative semantics resemble
those of the programming language under consideration as closely as possible.

Example

The expression

(Ax y—3ifxmOthenyelsey*y) 1 z

can be symbolically evaluated to:

if 1 nOthenzelsez*z
which can subsequently be symbolically evaluated further to:

z*z

Symbolic evaluation halts here since the value of z is necessary to perform
further reductions.

Symbolic evaluation for a subset of Haskell is defined in section 4.2.

4.2 Symbolic Evaluation
Reduction strategies used to perform evaluation in traditional functional lan-
guages typically are not well-suited for reducing expressions containing free
variables. Conventional reduction strategies define a redex to be an expres-
sion matching the left hand side of a reduction rule or definition. However, in
the presence of free variables, a redex by this definition is not necessarily re-
ducible. This is because a redex containing a free variable can not be reduced
if the value if the variable is required. Symbolic evaluation employs a reduction
strategy which will not attempt to reduce expressions when the value of free
variables are needed.

To be more precise about the operational semantics of symbolic evaluation,
we shall define the evaluation relation . Unfortunately it is not feasible to
define for the Haskell language as Haskell is too large to make a formal
treatment useful. For the sake of clarity and brevity we shall constrain ourselves
to a limited subset of the Haskell language in which a program consists of a
number of declarations of the following form:

D : := data C V1 ... V = Ci V11 ... Vlkj
I I

C,, V,,1 ... V,,
IV=E
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E::= V
I
(C E1...E) I (E1,...,E)

I(AV—E)I(Ei)
IcaseEofPi—Ei;...;Pn--En

P::=_IVICPj...PnI(Pi,...,Pn)
Note that C and V resemble constants and variables respectively and that a
sequence such as E1 . . . E may also denote an empty sequence (i.e. n 0). Fur-
thermore, (A Vi ... V —' E) may be used as an abbreviation for (A V1 (...(A V —
E))).

The relation is of the following form:

€1 = e2

where ei and ez are expressions. The = relation is defined by the rules below:

SE-Van (if there is no declaration V = E)V=V
E1

SE-Var2 (if there is a declaration V = E1)
V='.E2

E1=E.2
(AV—E1)=(AV--E2) SE-Abs

E11 = E12 . . . E,1 = E
C E11...E1 = CE12...E2 SE-Con

E11 = E2 . . . E,, = E,
SE-Prod

(E11,.. . ,E,1) . (E12,. .

E1=(AV—E'1) E =E'2 E'1 [E'2/V]=E3
SE-App

(E1 E2)= E3

E E' (P1,. . . , P,) E'
SE-Casel

case Eof Pi — E1;...;P —' E, = E [(P1,...,P) E]

E='E' (P1,...,P)E' E=.E'
SE-Case2caseEofP1—E1;...;P---+EcaseE ofP1—E1;...;P---E

In these rules the simultaneous substitution of el for x1, ..., for xk in e is
written as e [ej / r1,. . . , e / rk 1. Note that Xj, . . . , x are assumed to be distinct.

From the SE-App rule we can see that the argument in a function application
is evaluated first before it is substituted in the body of the A-abstraction. This
means that these rules implement a strict evaluation order. Since Haskell is
non-strict, it is of particular importance that the type of symbolic evaluation
defined here is only applied to expressions of which is known that they can safely
be evaluated strictly.

The SE-Case rule uses two operators which have not yet been defined:
and . The relation expresses that one of the patterns in the sequence of
patterns on the left hand side matches the expression on the right hand side. If
a pattern that matches contains variables, as a result of the match the variables
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will be bound to expressions. If (P1,...,P) E then (P1,.. .,P) E is a
simultaneous substitution of these pattern-variable bindings. The definitions of

and are given in section 4.3.

Example

case(1,2)of(x,y)—'fx y

Intuitively it is clear that ((x, y)) r (1,2). Evaluating this expression will cause
the variables x and y in the expression f x y to be substituted with expressions
1 and 2 respectively.

(fry) [((x,y)) (1,2)] =(fzy) [1/z,2/y]=fl2

4.3 Pattern Matching with Symbolic Values
Pattern matching is used in case expressions for both binding variables to ex-
pressions and selecting an expression from a number of alternatives. As was
mentioned in the previous section, symbolic evaluation cannot continue when
the value of a free variable is required in order to make further reductions. This
usually occurs during the evaluation of case expressions because an alternative
expression is typically selected based on the value of some variable. For this
reason, a clever pattern matching mechanism can greatly improve the power
and potential of symbolic evaluation.

4.3.1 Traditional Pattern Matching
Traditional Haskell pattern matching of course does not allow patterns to be
matched against variables. We must therefore extend the pattern matching
semantics to handle matching against free variables optimally. The following
example illustrates the problem:

Example

A variant of the power function that was introduced in section 4.1 can be defined
in our limited Haskell subset as follows:

power = (Az —' case z of (x,O) — 1; (x, n) — x * power (x, n — 1))

Given this definition of power, the evaluation of the expression power (a, 0)
where a is a free variable, should cause the first alternative of the case expression
to be selected upon symbolic evaluation. This means that the pattern match-
ing semantics should allow pattern-variable z to match against free variable
a. Although this case is rather uncomplicated, as illustrated by the following
examples, the problem in general is not trivial.

Example

The Either data type and either function are introduced by the following dec-
larations:
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data Either a b = Left a Right b
either=(Alf—'(Arf--(Ae—caseeof(Leftx)---'lfX

(Right y) —' '1 y)))
Symbolic evaluation of the expression either (power 3) (Ax —,power x 3) e,
where e is an unknown variable, is more difficult since it is unknown whether e
is a Left or a Right value. It is therefore not possible to select an alternative of
the case expression.

Example

In the following declarations a function is defined which determines equivalence
of Boot values:

data Boot = Trae False
equivBool = (Ax —' (Ay — case (x, y) of (False, False) — The

;(Tnie,True)-÷ The
;(,) — False))

As will be defined more precisely in the next section, the wildcard pattern,
matches any expression without introducing any bindings. When the expression
equivBool b Tnze is partially evaluated, where b is an unknown Boot value, the
variable b can not be matched against the wildcard pattern for if the value of b
had been known, a different match might have resulted.

it is clear that pattern matching with unknown variables is more involved
than traditional pattern matching because it is necessary to consider matching-
results to previous patterns as well. In the next section the semantics of pattern
matching with symbolic values will be given.

4.3.2 Extended Pattern Matching Semantics
Pattern matching is about matching patterns against expressions. When these
expressions do not contain free variables, the pattern matching semantics pre-
sented here are not different from traditional pattern matching. However, when
free variables do enter the picture we must be particularly wary when matching
values against variable patterns and wildcard patterns.

Unlike traditional pattern matching, when matching a pattern against an
expression, it is necessary to consider what other patterns an expression has
already been matched with and how many patterns will be matched with later
on. We therefore define pattern matching for pattern sequences from which at
any time exactly one pattern is called the active pattern. The active pattern is
the pattern against which a value is being matched.

Extended pattern matching for a pattern sequence (P1,. .. , P) can either
succeed or fail. Failure will result if no pattern in the sequence matches with
the given expression. When pattern matching on the sequence succeeds, the
first pattern in the sequence that matches the given value is called the matching
pattern.

Pattern matching with free variables for a single pattern p in a pattern
sequence may either succeed, fail possibly or fail necessarily. The distinction in
failure stems from the fact that when a pattern is matched against a value e
containing free variables, it may be possible to conclude from the information
available, that the pattern can never match e or that the pattern could possibly
not match e. This difference is illustrated by the following example.
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Example

data Maybe a = Nothing
I
Just a

fromMaybe = —' (Am — case m of Nothing —' d; (Just a) — a))

In the expression fromMaybe 0 x where x is a free variable, x will be matched
against pattern Nothing as well as pattern (Just a) in order to determine which
alternative of the case expression should be selected. Because nothing is known
about the value of x, the matching of r against both patterns will result in a
possible failure.

Consider on the other hand the expression fromMaybe 0 (Just x) which
also contains a free variable x. In this case the expression (Just x) shall be
matched to both Nothing and (Just a). This time the first match will fail
necessarily because no matter the value of x, the pattern Nothing will never
match (Just x). As will become clear later on, when expression (Just x) is
matched against pattern (Just a) the match will succeed in this case.

Upon a succesful match, the result of pattern matching for both single pat-
terns and pattern sequences is a set of bindings in which every pattern-variable
occurring in the matching pattern is bound to an expression.

Matching a pattern sequence (P1,. . . , P,) with active pattern P to an ex-
pression e possibly containing free variables follows the following set of rules. It
is important to note that applicative order reduction is assumed, which means
that expressions that are matched against are assumed to be in normal form.

1. When P is a pattern-variable, matching succeeds only if no match has
failed possibly against this pattern before. If there has been at least one
previous possibly failed match against this pattern, matching fails possibly
as well. Upon a succesful match, P is bound to e.

2. When P is a wildcard pattern, matching succeeds only if no match has
failed possibly against this pattern before. If there has been at least one
previous possibly failed match against this pattern, matching fails possibly
as well. No bindings will result from a succesful match.

3. When the expression, e, that is being matched is a variable, matching suc-
ceeds only if the pattern sequence consists of a single pattern. If matching
succeeds, P1 is bound to e, otherwise matching fails possibly.

4. When P, is of the form C P'1 .. . P',, where C is a constructor, match-
ing succeeds only if e is of the form C E1 .. . Em and all of P'1 . . . P',,,
sucessfully match E1 . . . Em. If any of P'1 .. . P',,, results in an unsucces-
ful match, matching will fail necessarily.

5. When p1 is another kind of pattern, the traditional pattern matching
rules apply where failure should be interpreted as necessarily failure. Tra-
ditional Haskell pattern matching rules can be found in [PJO3}.

We can now give definitions of the pattern matching operators that were
introduced informally in the previous section:

= (3i:1inAP1matchesE)
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Given a sequence of patterns Pi,. . . , P and an expression E. Let P1 be
the first pattern in the sequence that matches E and let the resulting set
of bindings be [ei / Xi,..., ek / Xk]. Then:

= E[ei/xi,...,ek/xk]

4.4 Specializations
Now that we have constrained ourselves to a limited subset of Haskell, it has
become feasible to examine the effects of applying partial evaluation to the
definitions generated by the compiler for specializations of generic functions.

4.4.1 Modelling Specializations
The specialization poly{J T9 of a generic function poly for a type T given by:

data T Ui . . Uk = K1 t11 . .. tj1 ... I
K,,, t, ...

will cause the Generic Haskell compiler to produce a number of Haskell defini-
tions. In order to show the results of partial evaluation on compiled speciali-
zations, it is convenient to model the definitions produced in the limited Haskell
subset that was given in section 4.2.

The main definition resulting from a specialization poly{] T is named POIYT
and has the following general form:

P1YT = tul .. . u —' to (bimap(_) epT epT) (IlolYTo U1 . . . Uk))

The definition for POLYT makes use of the specialization of poly for the structure
type of T, polyTo - The structure type of T is introduced by the following type
synonyms:

type T° Ui ... Uk = Sum (K1 u1 . . . ui). . . (Sum. . (K,, Ui .. . uk))

And for every constructor K, of T:

type K, u1... uk = T u1... Uk

The definition of P01?, T° which operates on values of T° is as follows:

POIYTO = (Aui . . . u ' POLYSum (pohi' K, U1 .. -Uk)
(PO1YSILrn..- (polyK0 U .. . uk)))

Note that when T has just a single constructor, the Sum type constructor can
not be used in the structure type T° and the Sum data constructor can not be
used in the definition of poty re. In such cases:

type T° = K1

POIYTO = (Aui ... — POI1IK1 Ui... u)

For every constructor K1 of T a function POLYK. and a type synonym K exist:

POLYK = (Aui . .. u —' to (bimap(....) epK. epK.) (POIyK Ui . . . Ui))

For the form of the type synonym K,° we can distinguish three cases:

'Details of the translation proc were discussed in chapter 3
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a. If k = 0:

type K,' u . . . = Unit

b. If kj = 1:

typeKul...uktil
c. If kj>1:

type K tLl . . . = Prod tj1 . . . (Prod . . tij,)

Furthermore, for every constructor K of T there is a definition for pOlyKo
which is based on the form of type synonym K'.

P1YK' — pOlYp,.,d (tjj) ... (polyP,d .. .

where (7(T) is defined by:

Ir, ifforacertainj, r = Uj (for 1j k)
c(r) =

po1yo(rj)...a(rj), ifr—CT1...r3

Note that when a constructor K1 has no parameters (i.e. Ic1 = 0), the defini-
tion of the corresponding poly equals poiy UnitS When a constructor takes just
a single parameter (i.e. k1 = 1) it is not necessary (or possible) to use polliPd.
In this case P°'YKr equals (Aui . .. u —' u(tji )).

Example

Specializing grnap for the Either data type will produce the following function
declarations and type synonyms:

data Either a b = Left a Right b
grnap,. = t7ta b — to (bimap(.._) epE1th. epE$ther) gmapEiUero)
gmape = (Aa b — gmap (gmapJft a b) (gmapRtght a b))
gmapft = ()ta b —' to (bimap(....) epjft epjt) gmapfto)
gmapfto = 7ta b —' a)
gmap29 = (Aa b —, to (bimap(....) epRl9hL epRht) gmapRjghgo)
gmapfl19e = (.\a b —' b)

The following definition for gmaprn can be translated directly from the original
definition of the gmap function:

gmap Sum = gmapA gmapB x —' case x of (ml a) —' mi (gmapA a)
(mr b) —p mr (gmapB b))

What is left now is the definition of bimap(_.) and the embedding-projection
pairs that are used to convert values to structural representation and back. For
the conversion of values from type T and structure type T° the embedding-
projection pair epT is used. This conversion involves wrapping a value into a
Sum-value. The conversion of values of a type K to values of type K,° on the
other hand, involves wrapping a given value into a Prod-value. This is done
using an epK. embedding-projection pair. The epT embedding-projection pair
is declared by:
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epT=EP(Ax—9casexof(KlvlI...vlkl)--4Inlx

(K1 v .. . — mr (...(Ird x))

(Kv1...v)—Inr(...(Inrx)))
(Ax — case x of (ml v) —+ v

(Inr(...(Inlv)))—'v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—.v)

and epK. for a constructor K of T:

epK.=EP(Ax_4casexof(K1...vk)_v1:*:...(...:*:vk.))
(Ax_casexof(vi:*:...(

The definition of bimap(._) is given by:

bimap(..) = (Ax y —' case x of (EP a2b b2a) —+

case y of (EP c2d d2c) —+

EP (Aa2c — c2d . a2c . b2a)
(Ab2d — d2c b2d . a2b))

The definitions of from and to are:

from=(Aep—scaseepof(EPab)---'a)
to = (Aep — case ep of (EP a b) — b)

For completeness we also give a definition of the (.) function composition oper-
ator:

f . g=(Ax—f(gx))

4.4.2 Partially Evaluating Specializations
In order to optimize the code resulting from the specialization poly{j fl of a
generic function poly for a data type T, the generated definition polyT can be
partially evaluated using the symbolic evaluation semantics that we have in-
troduced in section 4.2. Ideally this would produce a semantically equivalent
definition in which no superfluous conversions are made. However, as will be-
come clear in this section, more work will be necessary after partial evaluation
has completed.

Partially evaluating the definition of POLYT given in the previous subsection
will first inline the definitions of to, bimap(.), epT and POIYTO and will sub-
sequently perform symbolic evaluation. In our presentation we shall follow the
partial evaluation process as closely as possible. However, to conserve space
and to improve legibility of expressions, we shall occasionally use an alternative
evaluation order or not inline certain definitions right away. These measures
will not affect the result of partial evaluation.

The results of performing partial evaluation are presented in appendix A.
Section A. 1 shows how partial evaluation is performed on the definition of POLYT.
The definition of PO1YK. is partially evaluated in section A.2. Since POLYT and
POLYK have a similar structure, the first number of evaluation steps are the
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PtYT(t1...UkX'
case (P0lYum

(Ax —' case ((polyP,.0d ci(tii). . . (polyP,d
(casexof(Klvi...vk1)-_v1:*:...(...:*:vki)))

of(vl:*:...(...:*:vk1))—K1v1...vk1)
(pOly,.. . (Ax —' case ((polypd o(t1) . . . (polyPfl,d .. .

(case

(casexof(Klvll...vlk1)—9Inlx

(Kv1 .. . vj) —' mr (...(Inl x))

(K v . . . v) -+ mr (...(Inr x))))
of (ml v) —' v

(mr (...(Inl v))) —' v

(mr (...(Inr v))) —' v)

Figure 4.1: Final result of partially evaluating poly T•

same for both definitions. For this reason some intermediate results have been
omitted in section A.2. Figure 4.1 contains the final result of section A.1 that
is obtained by partially evaluating POLYT.

The partially evaluated definition of POLYT presented here still contains ref-
erences to specializations polyg, and POIY Prod• We will assume that the generic
definition of poly contains components for structure type constructors Sum and
Prod. Consequently the specializations POIYSUm and poly Prod will not require
much effort as the bodies of components in the generic definition can be copied
directly. To avoid cluttering the new definition of POLYT these definitions have
not been inlined.

It is obvious from looking at figure 4.1 that the structural conversions have
not yet been eliminated. As was already announced, the partial evaluation
techniques described in this chapter are not sufficient for solving the problem.
In chapter 6 we will see how the transformations that are defined in the next
chapter can be used to make further optimizations.



Chapter 5

Case Transformations

The partial evaluation techniques discussed in the previous chapter by them-
selves are inadequate to achieve the desired results. Often, the symbolic eval-
uator is unable to perform reductions to case expressions that could still be
optimized further if one or more transformations would be carried out first.

The results of partial evaluation will be even worse if too many definitions are
unfolded into expressions that can not be fully optimized directly by symbolic
evaluation. Uncontrolled unfolding in such case can cause expressions to grow
to undesirable lengths.

This chapter discusses transformations on case expressions that are used to
create more opportunities for symbolic evaluation. As we shall see later on in
chapter 6, symbolic evaluation combined with a number of these transformations
is a good recipe for optimizing the specializations described in section 4.4.

Most transformations in this chapter or variations of these transformations
also appear in [San95].

5.1 Case Terminology
The general form of a case expression is as follows:

caseEof{Pj—+Ei;...;P---'E}

where E, E1 ... E are expressions and P1 ... P, are patterns. In style
with [San95], we say that the case expression above scrutinizes expression E.
Therefore E shall be referred to as the scrutinee of the case expression. Each
part P —* E1 will be called an alternative of the case expression.

The case expressions that we will mostly be dealing with will scrutinize
tuples. These expressions are thus of the following form:

The expressions E,1 .. . E3 shall be called expression components, or compo-
nents for short, of the case expression. For convenience if a case expression
scrutinizes an expression that is not a tuple, this expression is considered to
be the only component of the case expression. A case expression which scruti-
nizes the nullary tuple is considered to have no components. In an analogous
manner, the pattern of an alternative consists of pattern components.
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We say a pattern component P corresponds to an expression component E
when the pattern matching process that is used to select an alternative would
attempt to match E against P. This is illustrated by the following example:

Example

case (1, (2,3), x) of { (5, a, (b, c)) —, 1; (d, (e,f), g) — 2; h —' 3)

The following table shows what expression each pattern corresponds to:

Pattern component Corresponds to expression component
51
a (2,3)

(b,c) xdl
(e,f) (2,3)

g r

Notice that a pattern component corresponds to at most one expression
component and that multiple pattern components may correspond to the same
expression component.

5.2 Case Elimination
Case expressions with just a single alternative P — E can be replaced by E in
which the variables bound by P are substituted. An expression

caseE5of{P-*E}

can be transformed into the following equivalent expression:

E[(P)E,]
This technique is called case elimination [San95].

Example

case(1,2)of{(x,y)—'fx y}

can be reduced to:

112

Note that this transformation is only valid under the assumption that the case
expression is totaL Analogous to total functions, a total case expression pro-
vides a matching case for all constructors of a data type. This assumption is
reasonable for our purpose since matching an unsupported constructor against
a non-total case expression would normally produce a run-time error.
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5.3 Case Cleanup
When the pattern components corresponding to an expression component do
not bind variables and the expression component is not relevant in determining
which alternative is to be selected, the case component and all corresponding
pattern components may be removed.

Example

case (a,b,c)of{(O,y,z)— z;(x,y,z) —' x}
The middle pattern components do not bind values that are used in any of the
alternatives and the value of the second case component has no influence on
the alternative selection process. The middle component can therefore safely be
removed:

case (a,c) of {(O,z) —+ z;(x,z) —' x}
To aid the detection of these "don't care components" and to increase the read-
ability of expressions, pattern-variables are replaced by pattern-wildcards if the
bound variables do not occur in the alternative expression body:

case (a, c) of {(O,z) —' z;(z,_) —' x}

5.4 Case Floating
The symbolic evaluator will occassionally encounter case expressions that scru-
tinize expressions with free variables. The presence of free variables in the scru-
tinee of a case expression usually prevents the symbolic evaluator from choosing
a matching alternative. This gives rise to applicative expressions of the following
form:

(easeEjof{Pi—Ei;...;P—E})E
where E is an expression and E1 is an expression containing at least one free
variable that is keeping the symbolic evaluator from choosing an alternative. To
create more possibilities for further partial evaluation, which is often desirable,
case floating [San95] can be used. Case floating transforms the expression above
into:

case Ej of {Pi —, E1 —+ E E}
The downside of case floating is that the size of an expression may increase
dramatically if E1 is large. However, in our application subsequent partial
evaluation usually reduces the alternatives of the resulting case expression to
satisfactory lenghts.

Example
(casexof{O— const0;x — power x})4

Since the value of x is unknown an alternative of the case expression can not be
selected. By applying the case floating transformation the case expression can
be written as follows:

case x of {O —* const 04; x —' power n 4)
The transformed case expression introduces opportunities for further partial
evaluation.
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5.5 Case of Case Transformation
In the process of partially evaluating generated specializations the symbolic
evaluator frequently encounters applicative expressions which apply the com-
position of two functions to a free variable. Typically the bodies of these two
functions will contain case expressions which scrutinize the function's argument.
In general this type of expression has the following structure:

(Ax—casexof{Pii---'Eii;...;Pim—'Eim})
((7y — case yof {P21 — E21;...;P2 —

Since the value of z is unknown, it is usually not possible to select a matching
alternative of the inner case expression. Hence it is also not usually possible to
select an alternative in the outer case expression. After symbolic evaluation of
an expression displaying the structure given above, we are generally left with
an expression of the following form:

case(casezof{P2l—Efl;...;P2,,-—'E2fl})of
{P11 —' E11;... ;Pl Eim}

This result is unsatisfactory because it does not provide new possibilities for
performing further symbolic evaluation. it is possible to transform the above
expression into:

case z of {P21 —' case E21 of (P11 —i E11; . . . ; Pi,, ' Eim};

P2 — case E of {Pii — E11;.. . ;Pj,, Em}
}

This is the Case of Case transformation [San95]. The Case of Case transforma-
tion can thus be used to transform a case expression that scrutinizes another
case expression into a semantically equivalent case expression that does not
scrutinize case expressions. This creates new possibilities for further symbolic
evaluation of the alternatives of the resulting case expression at the expense of
possibly duplicating expressions. As shall become clear in chapter 6, this is less
of an issue for our particular application.

Example

Let functions f and g be defined by:

I = (Ax — case x of {False —* 0; True —* l})
g=(Ax—casexof{A—' True;B— False))

The expression 1 (g x) where x is a free variable can be partially evaluated fising
the symbolic evaluation rules in section 4.2. This would result in the following
case expression:

case(casexof{A— Tnze;B-4False})
of (False —, 0; True — 1}

Applying the Case of Case transformation yields:

casexof{A — case Aof {A — Thie;B —. False};
B—caseBof{A--- True;B—i False)

}
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By applying symbolic evaluation this expression can be further optimized to an
expression containing no nested case expressions:

casexof{A— ThAe;B— False)

5.6 Generalizing Case of Case
The Case of Case transformation as described in the previous section can be

applied if the scrutinee of a case expression is also a case expression. However,
if the scrutinee of a case expression consists of multiple components (i.e. the
scrutinee is a tuple expression), the Case of Case transformation cannot be used
to lift case expression components. A case expression that is a component of
another case expression shall be referred to as a case component.

The form of a case expression with at least one case component is:

case (Exi,...,case (En,. ..,Ezk) of {P21 —' E21;. ..;P2 —'
...,Ex,)of{Pii—'En;...;Pim—3 Eim)

Note that this expression can be regarded as a generalization of the kind of
expression that the original Case of Case transformation operates on. This
suggests that the Case of Case transformation can also be generalized and that
the above can be transformed to:

case(Ezl,...,Ezk)of
{ P21 —' case (Ex1,...,E,...,Ez1) of {P11 —. Eii;...;Pim Eim}

P2—case(Exi,...,E2,...,Exi)of{Pii —Eii;...;Pim---'Eim}
}

Example

Let us again consider the definition of power for our subset of Haskeil:

power = (Az —' case z of (x, 0) — 1; (x, n) — x * power (x, n — 1))

The expression power (2, power (x, 4)) with x being a free variable may be
partially evaluated to the following expression:

case(2,case(x,4)of{(x,O)— 1;(z,n)—+ z*power (x,n— 1)})
of {(x,0) —p 1;(x,n) —, x*power (x,n — 1)}

Using the generalized Case of Case transformation this expression can be rewrit-
ten as:

case (x,4) of
{(x,O) —* case (2,1)of {(x,0) —, 1;(x,n) —' x*power (x,n— 1));

(r, n) —* case (2, z * power (x, n — 1)) of
{(x,O) — 1;(x,n) —, z*power (z,n— 1));

}

Once again, the transformed expression can be further reduced by subsequent
symbolic evaluation to:

case(2,x*z*x*x)of{(x,0)—'l;(x,n)--'x*power(z,n--l)}





Chapter 6

Optimizing Specializations

In this chapter we return to the setting of section 4.4 where a definition P1YT
representing the specialization poly{] T was partially evaluated. With the trans-
formations that were introduced in the previous chapter at hand, we will attempt
to optimize the partially evaluated definition of poly{J T(} until it is no longer
composed of structural conversions.

Section 6.1 examines the general format of partially evaluated specializations
and shows how structural conversions can be eliminated. In section 6.2 an
algorithm for optimizing compiled specializations is described.

This chapter inherits all definitions that were introduced in chapter 4.

6.1 Eliminating Structural Conversions
The last step in the partial evaluation process of POIYT as presented in sec-
tion A. 1 shows a lengthy definition of POLYT. For clarity we back up one step
and start off our endeavour with the second to last definition of POLYT in which
the definitions of POIYK have not yet been inlined. This definition is also shown
in figure 6.1. Figure 6.2 shows the partially evaluated definition of POIYK.

The format of both the definition of POLYT and POIYK can be characterized
as follows:

= (Ax —' case (f (case x of {altsi})) of {alts2})

with f given by:

f = (Az — bodyj)

The list of alternatives alts1 is used to convert value x to an alternative repre-
sentation. The alternatives of alts2 are used to convert a value in the alternative
representation back to the original representation. Function f operates on val-
ues in the alternative representation and produces a result that is also in the
alternative representation. The goal of optimization is to create an equivalent
definition in which representational conversions have been removed. In order to
accomplish this, expression bodyj will be rewritten.

It is important to realize that the constructors of a variable z with a non-
primitive type can only be accessed when z is scrutinized inside a case expres-
sion. In the process of rewriting expression body1 to eliminate representational
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case (P°1Yum (P°IYK1 U1 .. u) (PolYsum (i'°1i< Uj . Uk)))
(casexof(Klvll...vlk1)—41n1x

(K1 v1 .. v) — mr (...(fril x))

(K v,1 v,) mr (...(Inr x))))
of (In! v) —, v

(mr (...(InI v))) —' v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—.v

Figure 6.1: Intermediate result of partially evaluating POLYT (step (8) sec-
tion A.1).

POl!IK. =
(\x —+ case ((polyPd a(tjj) . . . (p°1ypro . . .

(case
of(vi:*:...(...:*:v))K1 v1...v,))

Figure 6.2: Final result of partially evaluating POLYKi (section A.2).

conversions, we can therefore concentrate on rewriting case expressions in which
formal parameter z of I appears as a scrutinee. However, z may also occur in
bodyj as an argument in an applicative expression. Any applicative expressions
which involves z will have to be evaluated symbolically and any resulting case
expressions scrutinizing z will have to be transformed. When the optimization
process has completed, all scrutinizations of z will have been altered to reflect
that z will have a different representation.

A case expression scrutinizing z that is encountered in the process of sym-
bolically evaluating body1 will have the following form:

case(z)of{Pj—÷Ei;...;P—.E}

Finding expressions of this kind is not difficult. Function f is applied to argu-
ment (case x of { a!ts1 }), which means the symbolic evaluation rule SE-App
will replace any occurrence of z in bodyj by (case x of { alts 1)). This will result
in the following type of expression which can not be evaluated any further:

case (case x of { alts1 }) of (Pi — Ei;. . ; P,1 —4 E }

After symbolic evaluation has halted, we can scan the resulting expression for
case expressions scrutinizing a case expression and apply the Case of Case trans-
formation which was described in section 5.6. The Case of Case transformation
will merge alternatives P1 .. . P with alternatives alts1 which will create new
opportunities for further partial evaluation. The combination of case transfor-
mation and partial evaluation will take care of the elimination of all represen-
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tation conversions in body1.

Example

Let the functions f, g and h be defined as:

frvm=(Ax—casezof{1--4 One;2— Two))
to=(Ax —'casexof{One--' 1; Two—2})
f = (\z — case x of (One — Two; Two — One))

In the following expression z is a free variable:

to (1 (from z))

This expression can be partially evaluated to the following case expression:

case (f (case x of (1 — One;2 —' Two)))
of {One—* 1; Two —2}

Note that we have purposely not inlined the definition of f to show that its
format matches the format discussed above. Inlining the definition off gives:

case(case(casexof{1—4 One;2— Two))
of { One — Two; Two - One))

of {One— 1; Two —i2}

By applying the Case of Case transformation we obtain:

case (case x of {1 —' One;2 —+ Two))
of{One—case Twoof(One—s1;Two—,2};

Two — case One of (One —' 1; Two — 2)
)

Then by applying the Case of Case transformation a second time:

casexof{1—icaseOneof{One---.case Twoof(One—.1;Two--'2);
Two — case One of (One — 1; Two —+ 2)

);
2 —, case Two of (One — case Two of { One —, 1; Two —+ 2);

Two—icase Oneof{One—1;Two---+2}
)

)

Using further symbolic evaluation (SE-Casel and SE-App) we finally obtain an
expression from which the representational conversions have been removed:

case x of (1 —p2;
2—+1

}

The partially evaluated optimizations of POLYT and POIYK. in figures 6.1 and 6.2
respectively are both instances of the general definition that we gave earlier:

poly,. = (SAx —4 case (f (case x of (altsi })) of { alts2))

More accurately, for POLYT function is given by:
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I = P01YSum (P0EYK1 "1 Uk) (P°1Yum (P017/ K. ul .. . Uk))

and for pOlyK. function f is given by:

f = 7)OlIpj (tii).. (polyP,d. . a(t))
The definitions of P0IYStLm, POLYK. and polyp,.0d and c(t11) depend on the con-
crete definitions of poly and T and can therefore not be expanded.

6.2 Optimization Algorithm
From the previous section we may conclude that all tools necessary for optimiz-
ing compiled specializations of type-indexed values are available. However, in
order to allow for automated optimization, an algorithm must be defined which
describes when to apply which tool.

The optimization algorithm has the following inputs:

a. A definition POIYT which is the compiled specialization that is to be opti-
mized.

b. All other definitions that were generated by the Generic Haskell compiler
along with P°1YT•

A compiled specialization POLYT can be optimized by performing the follow-
ing sequence of steps:

1. Inline all available definitions in POLYT. Do not inline recursive calls.

2. Perform symbolic evaluation until no more reductions can be made (i.e.
until a normal form has been reached).

3. Scan the partially evaluated definition of POIYT for case expressions scru-
tinizing a case expression and apply the Case of Case transformation.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no more case expressions scrutinizing case
expressions are found.

The optimization algorithm will produce an optimized version of PO1YT from
which all structural conversions have been eliminated.
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Optimization in Practice

So far we have seen how compiled specializations can be modelled in a sim-
pithed version of Haskell and how partial evaluation defined for this simplified
language combined with a number of transformations can be used to optimize
these modelled specializations. In practice however, the optimization will have
to be carried out on specializations which have been compiled to normal Haskell
code. Although in essence the process of optimization is the same, the expres-
sive richness of the Haskell language does make partial evaluation in particular
more elaborate. More specffically, a partial evaluator for Haskell is a fully fledged
Haskell interpreter which is also capable of performing symbolic evaluation.

The implementation of the optimizer for specializations in Haskell shall not
be discussed here as its workings largely resemble the process that has been
described in the previous chapters. This chapter however shall be mostly con-
cerned with the results of the optimizer in practice. A brief description of the
optimizer implementation shall be given in section 7.1. Section 7.2 gives several
examples of generic functions applied to a number of data types. In section 7.3
the performance of optimized specializations is compared against their unopti-
mized equivalents.

7.1 Optimizer Implementation
The optimizer is implemented as the last phase of the Generic Haskell compiler.
Since development is still in an experimental stage, the optimizer is not enabled
by default but must be activated using the --poptimize command line flag.
When the optimizer is enabled, a file with the extension optimized. he is
written in addition to the regular . he file.

7.2 Examples
Figure 7.1 shows the context in which the optimizer operates. Internally the
optimizer consists of a Haskell partial evaluator and a number of transforma-
tions that will help the partial evaluator make as many reductions as possible.
Since the partial evaluator is also a regular Haskell interpreter, some of the stan-
dard Haskell Prelude definitions must be loaded to be able to make reductions.
The file Opt imizerPrelude . hs is located in the library directory of the Generic
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Figure 7.1: Optimizer displayed in its context.

Haskell compiler and is loaded by the optimizer before any reductions are per-
formed. Unlike the regular Haskell Prelude, the Optimizer Prelude contains just
a limited number of functions which are important for the partial evaluation of
specializations.

As we have seen in chapter 3 compiled specializations make heavy use of
structure types and the generic bimap function. Specialized versions of bimap
as well as declarations for the type constructors used to build structure types are
available in the Generic Haskell Prelude, GHPrelude . hs. Normally the Generic
Haskell Prelude is loaded by the Haskell compiler or interpreter that is used
to compile or execute a compiled Generic Haskell program. This means our
optimizer must also load the GHPrelude . hs file before starting reductions.

Since any Haskell program is also a Generic Haskell program, with the opti-
mizer enabled the Generic Haskell compiler can also be used as a general partial
evaluator for Haskell. However, one must keep in mind that the partial evaluator
has been tailored for evaluating specializations and that the Optimizer Prelude
does not contain many definitions which are normally found in the Haskell Pre-
lude. Also, by default only Generic Haskell specializations (i.e. declarations
with names prefixed by gh&) are optimized. This means all other declarations
are normally left in their original form.

The gmap function specialized for the list type constructor [] should clearly
be equivalent to the well-known map function in Haskell. Although this fact is
not immediately apparent from definitions that are originally generated by the
compiler, it is not difficult to recognize the structure of Haskell's map in the
optimized version of gmap{j [] shown below .

ghsgmap. [] gh&g,nap...a = (.\x — case (x) of
{U]) — [];

(gh...A©(_: .)) —
((:) (ghs.gmap...a ((((a: b)) — a) gh.A))

((ghs...gmap.. [] ghs..gmap..a) ((A((a: b)) —' b) gh..A)))

clarity some of the variabl used in generated definitions in this chapter have been
renamed
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Expressions generated by the optimizer can typically easily be optimized further
because the optimizer will only attempt to reduce the overhead that stems
from the process of specialization. This keeps the process of optimization as
simple as possible and is not detrimental to the performance of optimized code
because most Haskell compilers are equipped with excellent optimizers capable
of removing the overhead introduced by the Generic Haskell optimizer.

For a more interesting example we can specialize gmap for a nested data
type [BM98]: a data type whose declaration contains different instances of its
type parameters. For example, the Bush data type:

data Bush a = Nil
I

Cons a (Bush (Bush a))

Optimizing the Haskell code generated for the specialization gmap4jBush[} yields
the following result:

ghs..gmap...Bush ghs...gmapa (Ax —* case (x) of
{(Nil) —4 Nil;

(gh...A©(Cons — 4) —4
(Cons (ghs.gmapa ((A((Cons a b)) —' a) gh_A))

((gh&.gmap...Bush (gh&.gmap...Bush ghs...gmap..a))
(A((Cons a b)) —+ b) gh_A))

It is not difficult to verify that this function indeed meets the requirements of
a specialization of gmap for data type Bush.

Specializing the generic equality function, eq, for the Bush data type after
optimization yields:

ghseq.Bush ghseqa = (Ax - (Ax' —' (case (x, x') of
{(Nil,Nil) —-4 True;

(Nil,(Cons ...4) - False;
((Cons __),Nil) — False;
(gh_A'O(Cons — 4, gh..A©( Cons — 4) —
(A) (ghs..eq.a ((A((Cons a b)) —+ a) gk..A') ((A((Cons a b)) —' a) gh_A))

((ghs.eqBush (ghs..eq..Bush ghs_eq..a))
((A((Cons gh_a gh_b)) — gh_b) gh.A')

((A((Cons gh_a gh_b)) —' gh.b) gh.A))

The generic equivalent of the foldr Haskell function is the rreduce function
defined below:

type RReduce{[*]}t b = t — b —' b

type RReduce{[k —+ 1]}t b = forall u.
RReduce{[k]}u b —, RReduce{[1]}(t u) b

rreduce(I t :: k I} :: RReduce{[kJ}t b

rreduce{l Unitl}xe=e
rreduce{I mt I}n e = e
r-reduce{ : +: }fA lB (ml a) e = fA a e
rreduce{l :+: I}fAfB(mnrb)e=fBbe
rreduce{I:*:I}fAfB(a:*:b)e=fAa(JBbe)
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Function Used J Reductions Memory Cells
Unoptimized gmap]fj
Optimized gmap4J[J[}
Haskell map

1 50057
15020
11020

118017
24927
20927

Unoptimized gmap)Bush[}
Optimized gmapJBush
Haskell mapBush

p1897
39288
33931

110236
91834
86988

Unoptimized eq(JBushft
Optimized eq4jBush[}
Haskell eqBush

39174
11241
2058

53102
16359
4115

Unoptimized rreduce(J 2ee
Optimized rreduce{J 1ee1}
Haskell fo1drTee

34244
4863
2565

94032
7422
4614

Figure 7.2: Run-time statistics showing the results of optimization.

Specializing rreduce for the Tree data type (as defined on page 3) yields the
following optimized result:

ghs...r,tduc&.Tree ghs..rreduce..a = (Ax —p (Ax' —+ (case (x) of
{(Leaf) —,

(ghA©(Node — — .)) —' (ghsrre4ucea ((A((Node a b c)) —' a) gh_A)
((ghs...rreduce.Tree ghs.xreduce.a) ((A((Node a b c)) —, b) ghA)
((ghduce..Tree ghs.sreduce...a) ((A((Node a b c)) —' c) ghA) x')))

As we shall see in the next section, the time and space usage of the optimized
rreduce(J Tree are much lower than of its unoptimized version.

7.3 Performance
After all this effort of optimizing code generated for specializations of generic
functions, obviously we are interested in how our improvements matter in terms
of space- and time usage of a given function. Unfortunately it is nearly impossi-
ble to predict exactly what the speed-up will be for a given function and input.
Even when using a profiler it is difficult to obtain reliable measurements that
show the exact speed-up. We have found that the information on the number
of reductions and the memory usage given by the Haskell interpreter Hugs [JP]
is the most useful indicator of the efficiency of a function. Timing a function by
measuring the number of reductions performed eliminates the external influence
that other processes running on the same computer may have. Moreover, it is
also more precise for small inputs.

The overhead that is introduced by the process of specialization for a given
generic function depends mainly on the complexity of the data type to which the
function is specialized. If the data type in question has many constructors each
with many fields, the generated code will require more structural conversions
and hence more overhead will be introduced.

Figure 7.2 shows the space- and time usage of the functions that were used as
examples in the previous section. For each function the table lists the run-time
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performance of the optimized version, the unoptimized version and a hand-
written version which was created in Haskell directly. All functions have been
benchmarked with appropriate inputs. Details can be found in appendix B.

From the table it is clear that optimization brings significant improvements
in the number of reductions necessary as well as in the use of memory cells.
Speed-up factors roughly range from 2 to 7 on the number of reductions and
from 1.2 to 12 on memory usage.

The difference in performance between the Haskell functions and the opti-
mized specializations can be explained by the fact that the code generated by
the optimizer uses a slightly less efficient way of selecting fields from a construc-
tor value. However, an optimizing Haskell compiler will most likely not have
any problems removing this small overhead 2

Since practical applications (e.g. compilers) typically have substantial data
types, we may conclude that the benefits of optimization are greater for generic
functions in practical applications than for the examples demonstrated here.

21t is actually quite difficult to tabIish this as a fact because the run-time behavior
of compiled Haskell programs cannot be measured in terms of reductions. Even without
optimization in the Haskell compiler, the difference between an optimized specialization and
a native Haskell equivalent would not be reliably measurable.





Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Results
In the earlier chapters the inefficiency problem associated with compiled spe-
cializations of type-indexed values has been discussed. Our goal was to de-
vise a method that would eliminate all overhead from compiled specializations
of type-indexed values. This goal has been accomplished for a large class of
generic functions by applying techniques of program transformation and partial
evaluation.

For the purpose of performing partial evaluation, we have introduced a sym-
bolic evaluation scheme along with an algorithm for performing symbolic pat-
tern matching. In addition, a number of transformations were formulated to
further aid the optimization process. We have shown that partial evaluation
in combination with the described transformations can be used to eliminate all
redundancies introduced by the process of specialization. In practice optimiza-
tion turns out to be quite rewarding as time and space usage for evaluation of
compiled specializations are typically reduced by 50% or more.

Unfortunately we discovered in a late stage that not all compiled special-
izations can easily be partially evaluated. It turns out that specializations of
generic functions with types containing recursive types cannot be optimized us-
ing the approach we presented. However, since generic functions of this type
are rarely encountered, in practice the shortcoming of the current method is tol-
erable. The problems associated with generic functions with types containing
recursive types is that the embedding-projection pairs generated for performing
structural conversions are indirectly recursive. Partially evaluating expressions
involving calls to these functions will currently cause the partial evaluator to run
indefinitely. Solving this issue is certainly not trivial and requires techniques
for detecting non-termination during partial evaluation. Resolving this problem
shall therefore remain future work for now.

In summary, the main contributions of this thesis are:

• A thorough description of the specialization process as carried out by the
Generic Haskell compiler.

• An extension of traditional pattern matching to allow symbolic values to
be matched against (nested) patterns.
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• A number of program transformations and a generalization of an existing
transformation.

• The application of partial evaluation techniques in generic functional pro-
gramming.

• The implementation of the optimizer in the Generic Haskell compiler.

8.2 Implementation
The implementation of the optimizer is included as the last stage in the Generic
Haskell compiler. For the most part the optimizer implementation consists of
a partial evaluator for Haskell. Because Haskell is a large language, supporting
all of its features in the partial evaluator would be a substantial undertaking.
The following Haskell features are currently not supported:

• Type classes

• do-notation

• Record data types

• List comprehensions

• Function guards

Generic functions making use of one or more of these features will not be
optimized fully or at all.

Since the use of monads in Haskell relies heavily on type classes, monadic-
style programming is consequently also currently not supported.

8.3 Future Work
The shortcomings in the implementation of the optimizer mentioned in the pre-
vious section are certainly not all trivial to overcome. Most notably, adding
support for type classes would be a rather cumbersome task which would in-
volve adding a type-inferencing mechanism to the partial evaluator. Because
implementing a partial evaluator that supports all features of Haskell would
require a large effort, integrating the partial evaluator with an existing Haskell
interpreter may be more feasible.

Judging from the results of chapters 4 and 6, it would be interesting to in-
vestigate how to generate more efficient code for specializations of type-indexed
values directly. Since we have been able to show the results of partially evaluat-
ing the compiled specialization of a generic function for any given data type, it
seems likely that the efficiency of generated code could be improved with some
effort. Effectively this would integrate the process of optimization into the other
phases of Generic Haskell.

Once an implementation is available of Dependency-style Generic Haskell
[LCJO3] it will be necessary to investigate if the current optimizer can be used to
remove overhead from compiled dependency-style specializations. Dependency-
style Generic Haskell is a successor to "Classic" Generic Haskell and addresses
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the issue that it is often difficult to define generic functions for more involved
applications. It is particularly cumbersome to define generic functions that
depend upon other generic functions because this typically requires access to
the type arguments. Using Dependency-style Generic Haskell generic functions
can be defined in a more intuitive way. However, the extra flexibility that
Dependency-style Generic Haskell introduces does come at the price of some
added complexity in general. It is likely that the optimizer will have to be
modified in order to support Dependency-style Generic Haskell. Of course this
will depend mostly on the implementation of the specialization process.

8.4 Related Work
The implementation of the extension [APO2] to the Clean language that allows
generic functions to be defined, suffers from the same efficiency problems as the
implementation of Generic Haskell. In [ASO3b] a remedy is proposed similar to
our approach which attempts to remove structural translations introduced by
the process of specialization through partial evaluation. Symbolic evaluation
is accomplished by using typing information of expressions to determine what
constructors may appear after reduction. Another approach using an extension
to the fusion algorithm [Chi94} is described in [ASO3a]. Both methods can be
applied succesfully only to generic functions with types containing only non-
recursive types.
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Appendix A

Partial Evaluation of
Specializations

This appendix is associated with section 4.4. In the sections below a specializa-
tion of a type-indexed value modelled in a subset of Haskell, is partially evalu-
ated step-by-step. All relevant definitions and reduction rules can be found in
sections 4.2 and 4.4.

Note that the application of the SE-Abs reduction rule is not made explicit
in the comments below since SE-Abs is needed in almost every step.

A.1 Partial Evaluation of polyT
POLYT = (Aui ... u — to (bimap(...) epT epT) (PolyTe U1 .. . ti))

= (1) { miming definition of bimap(.....) }

polyT=(\ul...uk—'to((Axy—4casezof(EPa2bb2a)--4
case y of (EP c2d d2c) —+

EP (Aa2c —, c2d • a2c b2a)
'b2d —, d2c . b2d . a2b))

epT epT) (POLYTe U1 . .. Uk))

= (2) { inlmning definition of to; SE-App }

polyT=(Aul...uk—4(.\ep—4caseepof(EPab)--sb)
(case epT of (EP a2b b2a)

case epT of (EP c2d d2c) —

EP (Aa2c — c2d . a2c . b2a)
()tb2d —' d2c b2d . a2b))

POLl/TO Ui . .. u)

= (3) { SE-App }

POIYT = (\u1 . . . U
(case

(case epT of (EP a2b b2a)
case epT of (EP c2d d2c) —'
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EP (Aa2c — c2d a2c b2a)
(Ab2d —' d2c b2d a2b))

of (EP a b) —+ b) PO1YTO U1 u)
= (4) { miming definition of epT; }

POlYT=()ti1uk—'
(case

(case(EPI7x—casezof(Klvll...vIk1)—'In1x

(K v1 . —' mr (...(InL x))

(K v1 v) —, mr (...(Inr x)))
(\x —' case x of (ml v) —, v

(mi' (...(Inl v))) —* v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—* v))
of (EP a2b b2a)

case(EP(Ax—'casexof(Klvll...vlk1)---Inlx

(IC v1 . vjj) —+ mr (...(Inl x))

(K V,il . v,) — mr (...(Inr x)))
(Xx —i case x of (ml v) — v

(mi' (...(Inl v))) —' v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—v))
of (EP c2d d2c) —' EP (\a2c —+ c2d a2c b2a)

(Ab2d —p d2c b2d a2b))
of (EP a b) — b) (IOlYTe Ui . ui))

(5) { SE-App; SE-Casel }

PO1YT=(1...Uk'
)tb2d

(Ax — case x of (In! v) — v

(mr (... (In! v))) — v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—.v)
• b2d
•(Ax—scasexof(K1 v11...v1k1)—3IfllX

(K vj vj) —4 mr (...(Inl x))

(K vj . • v,) —' mr (...(Inr x)))
) (POEYTO U1 Uk))
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(6) { SE-App }

PIYT(AU1...thk—
— case x of (ml v) —p v

(mr (...(Inl v))) — v

(mr (...(Inr v))) — v)
• (POZYTO Ui . . . U)
• (Ax —' case x of (K1 Va.. .vIk1) —'mx

(K . . vjj) —' mr (...(Inl x))

(Kvi...v)—'Inr(...(Inrx))))
= (7) { miming definition of (-); SE-App }

POI1JT=(i•Uk4
(Ax —' case ((polyTo Ui . . . Uç)

(case xof(Kivii...v)—Jnlx

(K, v,1 . . . vjj) —' mr (...(Inl x))

(Kvj..v)_'Jnr(..(Inrx))))
of (ml v) — v

(Inr(...(Inlv)))—'v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—'v))

= (8) { A-abbreviation; miming definition of I°1vT0; SE-App }

PIYT=(AUi..kX—'
case (P°1Y Sum (P0IYK1 Ui Uk) (polySum ... (P0LIIK.. U1 ... Uk)))

(casexof(Klvli..vjk1)—4Jnlx

(K, v,, . . . v) —' mr (...(In,l x))

(Kvj...v)-Inr(...(Jnrx))))
of (ml v) —' v

(Inr(...(Inlv)))—v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—v

= (9) { miming definitions of P041K. from section A.2; SE-App }

P0lYT(i••k'
case (polyg

(Ax — case ((polyp,.,d o(tii) . .. (polypd .. .

(casexof(Kiv1...vkl)_-vI:*:...(...:*:vk)))
of(vi:*:...(...:*:vkl))_,Klvi...vk1)

—
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(polysum...(\x — case((polyp a(ti)._(P0lypo...(tn)))
(casexof(Kv...v)—v1:* :*:v)))

of(vj:*:...(...:*:v))—+Kvj...v,))

(casexof(Kltil...vIk1)—*Inlz

(.1( v1 .. . —' mr (...(Inl x))

(Kv,...v)—'Inr(...(Inrx))))
of (ml v) —, v

(mr (...(Inl v))) —+ v

(Inr(...(Inrv)))—.v)

A.2 Partial Evaluation of polyK.

P°1YK, = (Aui ... - to (bimap(_) epK. epK) (polyK? Ui ... ui))

(1) { analogous to steps (1) through (6) of section A.1}

PO1YK = (Auj . .. u '

(Axcasexof(vi:*:...(...:*:v))—iKv,...v.)
• (pOlyKo U1 .. . u)

= (2) { inlining definition of (•); SE-App }

POll'K. = (Aui .. . u
(Ax — case ((polyKo U .. . Uk)

(casexof(Ki...v)—,vj:* :*:v)))

= (3) { miming definition of polyKe; SE-App }

POIYK = (Aui . . . U '
(Ax - case ((POlYp,,d O(tji) ... (polYpfl,d .. .

(casexof(Kv...v,j—+v1:*:...(...:*:v,,.)))
of(vi:s:...(...:*:v))_-Kivi...v,c))
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Definitions Used For
Benchmarking

data 71-ee a = Leaf
I

Node a (7'ee a) (Thee a)
data Bush a = Nil I Cons a (Bush (Bush a))

- Testl
testList = [1 1000]
mapL ist Test f = f (+1) testLvst
gmapList = gmapJ[]
mapList map

-Test 2

growBush:: mt - Bush mt
growBush 0= Nil
growBush n Cons n (Cons (growBush (n — 1))

(Cons (Cons (growBush (n — 1)) Nil) Nil))
testBush = growBush 8

mapBush:: (a —' b) — (Bush a) —+ (Bush b)
rnapBush f Nil = Nil
mapBush f (Cons x b) = Cons U x) (mapBush (mapBush 1) b)

gmapBush = gmapBush
mapBush Test I = f (+1) testBush

-Test 3
geqBush=eqjBush

eqBush::(a—b-'Bool)--'Busha---Bushb-'Bool
eqBush f Nil Nil = True
eqBush f (Cons xl bi) (Cons x2 b2) = (I xl x2) A (eqBush (eqBush f) bi b2)
eqbushf__= False

eqBush Test f = f () testBush testBush
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—Test 4
grvw1ee :: mt —' Tree mt
growTree 0= Leaf
growTree n = Node n (gi'vwTree (n — 1)) (growThee (n — 1))

test Tree = growTree 8

foldrTree :: (a — b — b) —' (7e a) —+ b — b

foldrTree op Leaf e = e
foldrTreeop(Nodexlr)e=opx(foldrTreeopl(foldrTreeopre))

rreduce Tree = rreduce{JTree[}
n-educe Tree Test f = f (:) test Tree E]
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